For the identifier naming consistency, we have found that the projects written in Java have a much better performance than those written in C and C++. Finally, academia and software industry are urged to adopt the most popular naming conventions consistently in their practices so as to lead the identifier naming to a standard, unified and high-quality road.
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In rapid-growing software industry, more and more attention has been drawn to software maintainability and ultimate quality assurance [1, 2] . Product reliability and maintainability has become the spotlight of software industry. The viewpoint that higher readability and understandability are helpful for software maintenance has been generally accepted [3, 4, 5] . Some popular integrated development environments (IDEs), such as Netbeans, Eclipse and Code::blocks, have the automatic formatting function to beautify indentation or layout of source code, but they cannot beautify identifier naming because identifier is more like an artifact than a machine-generated character sequence. Identifier name is a major way for programmers to communicate concepts [4] and represent the knowledge recorded in source code [6] .
Lots of researchers have discovered that identifier naming conventions are of paramount importance for software quality. In computer programming, a naming convention is a set of rules for choosing the character sequence to be used for identifiers which denote variables, types, objects and functions etc. in source code and documentation. Identifiers occupy a large percentage of source code in programming, more than two thirds in some projects and identifier naming has a close relationship with the quality and comprehensibility of a software system [4] . Butler et al have proved the negative effect between identifier naming defects and source code reliability from statistical view by using findbugs [7] . Some empirical studies and dynamic feedback have verified the positive effect between identifier naming and source code readability [4, 6, 8] .
Fortunately, academia and software industry have proposed several identifier naming rules. Carter put forward an identifier naming criterion to enhance software maintainability [3] . Programmers should reach an agreement on all identifiers' abbreviation which may possibly be used before writing programs. Although being not easy to be popularized in today's source code writing, it gave us a new idea to establish appropriate identifier naming standard. In last decades, such software organizations as IBM, Microsoft, Bell Laboratory made great contribution to coding standards including identifier naming. Many scholars have proposed their own identifier naming rules as well [9, 10, 11] . Some of the rules are language-specific, such as Java identifier naming guidelines [11] and C identifier naming guidelines [10, 12] .
So far, the research on identifier naming rules has been focused on three aspects: (1) to enhance understandability of identifier naming, such as compiling an identifier dictionary [13, 14] , suggesting all the identifiers be composed by the type names [14, 15] and limiting length of identifiers [16] ; (2) to analyze the identifier names according to syntax rules [10, 13, 17] ; (3) to dig the identifiers' constituent from the semantic angle [4, 12, 18] ; (4) to investigate the impact of program identifier style on human comprehension [19] .
However, there are still some major issues on identifier naming nowadays, which result from many aspects such as programmers' cultural practices or educational issues [8] . First, the choice of naming conventions (and the extent to which they are enforced) is often an enormously controversial issue, with partisans holding their viewpoint to be the best and others to be inferior. Second, even with known and well-defined naming conventions in place, some organizations may fail to consistently adhere to them, causing inconsistency and confusion of identifier naming even in a single project. These challenges may be exacerbated if the naming convention rules are internally inconsistent, arbitrary, difficult to remember, or otherwise perceived as more burdensome than beneficial. Therefore, the research on popularity and consistency of identifier naming becomes more and more urgent.
The remainder of the paper outlines as follows. Some necessary background information is presented in Section 2. Section 3 describes the investigation design. The results are analyzed in Section 4. Section 5 remarks this paper and presents some suggestions to software educators and software industry.
II. BACKGROUNDS
TIOBE Software, a world-level coding standards company, presents the popularity ranking of programming languages every month. The update data are illustrated in Appendix A [20] . Thus, we focus our study on the top three popular programming languages including C, C++ and Java.
A. The identifier naming conventions we focus in this study
To the best of our knowledge, five naming conventions Hungarian, Camel, Pascal, Underline and Capital are widely adopted.
(1) Hungarian notation. One or more lowercase letters are used as the prefix of an identifier, so as to identify the scope and type of the identifier. After the prefix is one or more words with first letter uppercase, and the word should indicate the purpose of the variable [21, 22] Thought an identifier in Capital naming convention may have one or more underline marks in it, it belongs to the above category Capital naming convention but not Underline naming convention.
In addition, some naming conventions such as Positional Notation in COBOL and Composite word scheme in IBM's OF language are used in very specific developing environments (JCL, MS-DOS or IBM company) and their usages are evanishing. Similarly, Pre-underline naming convention, in which every identifier begins with one or more underline marks, is generally used to distinguish several similar identifiers by some C or C++ programmers in very early years. Therefore, the relevant researches on them are not covered in this paper.
B. RegEx-based identifier recognition
Some software such as yacc and srcml can extract identifier efficiently. However, to get more detailed information for the following analysis, we develop an algorithm to recognize identifier automatically. After an identifier has been extracted, regular expression is applied to match it with the five considered naming conventions. When extracting identifiers from a source program, it is not a good idea to scan the file word by word because the scanning process is often disturbed by non-identifiers, and each variable has its individual definition. The appearance times and line numbers cannot be obtained only by addressing definition sentences so that two arrays are used. One array carries the identifiers obtained from definition sentences, the other stores the identifiers which are extracted when scanning the whole file and ignoring punctuations, constants, reserved words, etc. The latter array also helps system get occurrence times and line numbers of a certain identifier.
After being extracted, each identifier is attempted to match with pre-constructed regular expressions, as listed in Table 1 , so that its naming convention will be determined. As mentioned above, five categories are defined and miscellaneous identifiers are ignored. By the way, two naming conventions Underline and Capital have somewhat intersection, but it does not affect our conclusion in following sections because Capital naming convention occupies a quite small proportion. 
C. 2.3 The tool
In computer science and software engineering research, experimental systems and toolkits play a crucial role [23] . To undertake our study well, we design and develop an application tool in Java with the IDE netbeans, whose human computer interface is illustrated in Fig. 1 . The tool has three features as follows.
(1) This tool can deal with three kinds of popular languages C, C++ and Java. Experiment operator can choose project language by clicking one of the three "Language" radio buttons. Some open source projects are written in hybrid languages, for example, OpenOffice is written in both C++ and Java. Thus, the language option is designed to make sure the tool just focuses on specific file types (extension name) and ignores others. The considered files types of three languages are shown in Appendix C.
(2) This tool can run in three different modes: single file mode, single project mode and multiple project mode, as illustrated in Fig 1. In single project mode, when one folder name is selected, all files in it will be scanned fully recursively and the files with satisfactory types will be dealt with. In multiple project mode, the selected folder name is not the project name but a set of projects, in which each sub-folder is a project name.
(3) There are three text areas which are used to hold project names, file names and detailed or summary results. The checkbox buttons Silent Mode and Debug are used to control the granularity of output information. When Silent Mode is on, no detailed information is output to console. When Debug is on, some information which helps find defects will be shown in result area.
After each project has been scanned, the summary result will be stored into one MS SQL table, as illustrated in Appendix D, as one record row. 
Fig. 1 User interface of the tool for extracting and recognizing identifiers

B. Data preparation
With the developed tool just mentioned, the 48 selected projects are input into the system grouped by programming languages and the output are stored in the pre-defined database table. Besides project name, version and the identifier number in the five considered naming conventions mentioned above, the total number of valid identifiers and total LOC are also recorded. The naming convention usages in 3 languages are shown in Appendix E through G.
C. Statistical method
In probability theory and statistics, the coefficient of variation (CV) is a normalized measure of dispersion of a probability distribution. It is defined as the ratio of the standard deviation to the mean:
CV s x  E.1 where CV stands for coefficient of variation, s denotes standard deviation, x is the mean of all parameters. The greater CV is, the more dispersion variation degree of the data set has.
In this paper, CV is applied to compare the dispersion degree of identifiers writing in all kinds of naming conventions in open source projects. By computing the dispersion index, we can judge whether the using of naming conventions is centralized or not. A greater CV means a higher fluctuation and a higher consistency of naming conventions, i.e. only a few naming conventions are being adopted in one project. Afterwards, the investigation is undertaken with the help of professional statistical tools such as SPSS 16.0 and MS Excel 2003.
IV. DATA ANALYSIS
In order to prove that our research is based on a feasible classification of identifier naming conventions and the considered five naming conventions are sufficient for this study, the data in Appendix E through G are summarized group by programming languages (C, C++, Java), as depicted in Table 2 . An index match ratio is defined to mean the number of matched identifiers (five considered naming conventions) over the total number of all identifiers.
The data in Table 2 shows that, the identifiers in five naming conventions account for a large ratio in the total identifiers. The match ratios of C, C++ and Java projects are 88.71%, 83.88% and 91.87% correspondingly. It can be concluded that these five naming conventions we focus are widely adopted among software programmers and organizations.
A. Which naming conventions have higher popularity?
In order to comprehend the popularity of the five naming conventions, their distributions (the number of each identifier over Total identifier in percentage) are listed in Table 3 .
For the investigation of popularity, from the total distribution of five naming conventions, no matter in C, C++ or Java, Camel is the most popular convention, which accounts for 46.99% in C, 51.13% in C++, and 85.39% in Java. Underline convention occupies 44.16% in C, almost as much as Camel. In C++, the ratio of Hungarian convention is far greater than C and Java. However, the ratio of Capital convention is almost the same in C, C++ and Java. Thus, we conclude that the five naming conventions have different popularity.
Furthermore, from Table 3 and Fig. 2 , it is easy to find that the popularities of naming conventions in projects written in different programming languages vary. The popularities of five naming conventions in C, C++ and Java projects are ordered as in Table 4 . Therefore, we know that the popularity does relate with programming languages. 
B. In which languages, projects have higher naming consistency?
For each project, the CV of naming conventions has been calculated. Through comparing every CV with each other, we can obtain the evaluation of dispersion degree of naming conventions. The conclusion is depicted as in Table  5 . The corresponding line graph, as illustrated in Fig. 3 , is based on the data in Table 5 . The data in Table 5 show that the 10 projects in C language, the 14 projects in C++, and the 24 projects in Java all have different CVs. Therefore, we know that open source projects have different naming consistency.
Moreover, after examining the CV value in Table 5 , it is obvious that the values of projects in Java are, on the whole, higher than those of projects in C and C++. The average CV of C, C++ and Java projects are 1.42, 1.39, and 2.02 respectively. Also, three curves in Fig. 3 show that fluctuating margin of Java projects is minimum. Its CV values hold on the 2.00 level from beginning to the end. In contrast, the curve of C and C++ projects have greater fluctuations, especially of C++ , whose biggest CV is close to 2.00 while the smallest one is lower than 1.00. Therefore, Java projects have the highest consistency in naming conventions, C projects follow and C++ projects stand last.
V. REMARKS AND SUGGESTIONS
Identifiers are clearly important to comprehending the concepts in a program [14] so that the research on the adoption of identifier naming is of great importance. While lots of proprietary software projects are running on computers globally, open source projects are showing great vitality in computer world. Therefore, to uncover the current adoption status of identifier naming, 48 open source projects are involved in this study.
This investigation mainly focuses two issues: popularity of identifier naming, and consistency of identifier naming. As for the former, Camel and Underline conventions have highest popularity in C projects, Camel and Pascal are the highest popular in Java projects, and Camel and Underline are top two in C++ projects. With regard to the latter, Java projects stand at the highest position, C projects follow it and C++ projects are left behind. Coefficient of variation presents distribution degree of naming conventions in every project in detail. By and large, correlation coefficient of Java projects is the greatest and its curve is the most stable. C++ projects have a larger fluctuation.
In this study, we do not mean to rank the three programming languages C, C++ and Java. Meanwhile, we do not judge which is the best identifier naming convention either. Every programming language is a miracle of human intelligence in the fields of computer science and mathematics. Also, every identifier naming convention has an interesting history. As we know, C programming language was invented the earliest, C++ followed, and now Java becomes one of the most popular languages. Generally, today's C++ programmers are accustomed to identifier naming habits they learned from C programs while they are building up some new naming convention habits from Java language. That may be why naming conventions in C++ projects disperse and naming conventions in Java projects have better performance. From the performance of C, C++ and Java, it is possible to envisage that, as to identifier naming conventions, mainstream programming languages are interacting and learning from each other. Identifier naming emerges a convergence trend.
Based on the above research, our recommendations to the managers of software organizations, whether you are developing open source projects or proprietary ones, include: (1) require your software programmers to adopt the most popular identifier naming conventions such as Camel, Pascal and Capital so that it will greatly facilitate the cooperation with other software organizations or within your own organization; (2) monitor the consistency of identifier naming by your programmers when you are developing specific software project because consistent identifier naming may decrease maintenance cost and reduce the risk from the mobility of talents.
Similarly, to the educators of educational institutes, the recommendations embrace: (1) develop your students' habit of utilizing the most popular identifier naming conventions mentioned above and inform them that it will be helpful for them to get a competitive position in software industry in the future; (2) train your students to enhance their cognition of consistent identifier naming and be well prepared to develop or manage large-scale software projects.
